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Herman: The Poet Jan Rainis

The Poet Jan Rainis
During Swiss Exile, 1906-1920:
Internationalism, Nationalism, and the Meaning
of ''A Free Latvia in a Free Russia''
by Bryan K. Herman

But how will I live there ? How will I write? Far away from you,from
my people, from my readers , in a foreign land!! No friends, I will
never leave you!'
- F. Rokpelnis and V. Kreps, Film Script for Rainis , 1949.

T his opening quote appears in the 1949 Stalinist fi lm Rainis,
one of several biographical films of cu ltura l and scientific figures
from the early years of the Cold War. The quote comes at the end of
the film , just as Rainis prepares to leave his native Latv ia and live
under an assumed identity in Switzerland. The scene expresses the
tensions of a writer from a relative ly small nationality headi ng to an
unknown land . However, instead of finding a strange and unfami liar
land, the historic Rainis (Janis Plieksans, I 865-1929) fe lt welcomed
and at home among the Swiss people. Furthermore, he engaged in an
intensely productive writing period in exile with he lp of his wife and
fellow poet Aspazija (Elza Rozenb urga, 1865-1943).

' LVKA , Arkh.Nr.P- 1724 Spelfilma " Raini s" 1949. gads J. Raizman , dir. (Riga
Film Studio, 1949) . F. Rokpelni s and V. Kreps , Rainis: Kinostsenarii (Riga: Latgosizdat ,
1949), 131 . Unfortunately, Rainis is among the most e lusive of late Stalinist biographical
films to find on DVD or the internet. I would like to thank Ms. Ilze Feldmane at the
Film and Photo De partment of the Latvian State Archives for providing a copy of this
film to me for sc holarly use in MP4 format (The film is not for sale , distribution, or
exhibitio n) .
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Despite these compensations, he had to observe war, military
occupation, and a destructive revolution in his native land of Latvia
from afar. Rainis was one of the most prominent Latvian socialists
and a member of the Latvian Social Democratic Workers' Party
(LSDWP), but he was also a Latvian writer concerned about the fate
of his native land. Realizing Latvia was a small country unlikely
to have the political clout of larger nations, he also recognized the
need of a larger state with a longer history of national sovereignty to
protect it. Before the events of 1918-1919, a socialist Russia seemed
like an ideal choice for such an alliance.
The period of Rainis' Swiss exile from 1906 to 1920 led to an
evolution of his political views. He left as a political radical fighting
Tsarist oppression and later returned triumphantly as a cultural hero
to an independent Latvia. Switzerland, much like the United States
of America during this period, functioned as a temporary home to
emigres from different parts of the world.
Rainis used the formula "a free Latvia in a free Russia" during
this time, which the creators of the 1949 film would later latch onto
as proof that Rainis favored Latvian incorporation into the Soviet
Union. Exiled Latvian nationalists of the Cold War would take the
same phrase and emphasize the word "free," seeing this as antithetical
to living under Soviet control. Instead of a decisive Rainis in Swiss
exile, the emerging picture is one of not only great creative output,
but also political ambiguity and crisis.
These tensions climaxed during the tumultuous years of
1918 and 1919 when Rainis' brother-in-law, Peteris Stucka, led the
early Soviet Latvian government backed by the Red Army to free
it from German occupation. Although initially welcomed, Stucka's
government land policies and the brutality of the secret police in
facing threats to the revolution soon turned the population of Latvia
against it, forcing Stucka and Rains' sister Dora into exile in the
Soviet Union. Ultimately when deciding how to end his Swiss exile,
this forced the Latvian poet to choose between his family and his
homeland.
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Rainis and Aspazija in Swiss Exile
Rainis, his sister Dora, and her husband Peteris Stucka were
part of a literary and social movement in Latvia known as the New
Current. This diverse Marxist movement promoted Latvian economic
development within a socialist framework. Some branches even had
a strong cultural and literary component that advocated an e levated
sense of Latvian national consciousness distinct from their German
and Russian rulers. Rainis and Stucka both took turns editing the
leading journal of the New Current movement Dienas Lapa or
Th e Daily Pag e. Although Latvian Marxists from the New Current
remained politically active during the 1905 Revolution, the Tsarist
police arrested and sent much of the leadership, including Rainis,
into Russian exile in 1897. 2
In addition to being a poet himself, Rainis married a woman
who was also a famous poet and playwright, Aspazija. Although
Rainis was a Marxist activist, his wife remained skeptical of her
husband 's political work since it interfered with what she believed
was his true calling as a poet. 3 Astrida Stahnke, Aspazija's biographer
and English translator, emphasizes the tensions between Dora and
Aspazija, concluding Rainis' support of Aspazija went agai nst hi s
New Current friends. 4 However, once the Latvian press attacked
Aspazija's association with the New Current, she grew closer to it by
the 1905 Revolution. 5 By the end of that year, however, the Tsarist
2
For more on Rainis and the New Current , see Andrejs Plakans , The La1vians: A
Sh ort History (Stanford, CA: Hoover Institution Press , 1995) , 102-3. Al so see Andrejs
Pl akans, "The Latvians" in Russification in th e Baltic Provinces and Finland , 18551914 ed . Edward C. Thaden (Princeton , NJ: Princeton University Press, 1981 ), 255-59 .
Al so Andrej s Pl akans , Histori cal Dictionary of Latvia (London: The Scarecrow Press
Inc ., 1997), 128-29.
3 Astrid a B. Stahnke, "Introduction" in Aspazi)a : Ragana The Silver Veil , trans.
Astrida B. Stahnke (Riga: Pils, 2003), 5-6 .
4
Astrida B. Stahnke, Aspazija : A Latvian Writer/865-1943 Her Lyrical Prose,
trans . Astrida B. Stahnke (Jurmala: Jurmala Art and Cultur (sic) Society, 2015) , 7173. Al so see Astrida B. Stahnke , Aspazija : Her Life and Her Drama (Lanham , MD :
University Press of America , 1984) , 45 . Paul Bankovski s , Borders: Rainis and Aspazija
between Latvia and Switzerland (Riga: Neptuns, 2006) , 171.
5
Stahnke , Aspazija: Her Life, 50 .
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autocracy had put down the se rebellion s, forcing Ra ini s and hi s wife
Aspazija into exile.
Rainis and A spaz ija lived in exile in Switze rland from 1906
to 1920 . For the fir st three months, the couple lived in the bustling
city of Zurich , but soon moved to the small village of Castagnola .
The southern town of C astagnola is located on L ake Lu ga no in the
predominantly Italian- spea king reg ion of Switzerland nea r the Ita li an
border. 6 Rainis was especially impressed by hi s time in Castagnola
and came to regard Switzerland as a second hom e. 7 Raini s found the
natural beauty in the village so inspiring that the Swi ss landscape
frequently left its mark on Rain is' poetry. 8 He even wrote a series
of poems dedicated specifically to his time in Switzerl and called
"Addia Bella!" which reflected upon nature and the people of Italian
Switzerland. 9 In the prose introduction to thi s poe m, Ra ini s reflects
fondly on Castagnola as a seco nd home for him . " It is difficult not
to love you, Italy! 0 co untry , I do not know how not to love you,
becoming the second motherland to me too . .. " 10 In Switzerland, Raini s
with considerable help from Aspazija wrote so me of hi s mo st fa mou s
plays, including The Golden Steed and Jo se ph and Hi s Brothe rs ."

"A Free Latvia in a Free Russia"
Rainis , as the chairman of the Latvian Social De mocratic
Committee from 1914 onward, supported the formula of "a free

6
Roal'd Dobrovenskii , Rainis i ego brat 'ia: Sem' zhiznei odnogo poeta (n. p. :
Jum ava , 20 15 ), 450-53.
7
Rainis to Enri co Begnami, Jan uary I 9 16. Quoted in Bankovskis , (u nnumbered
plate of " Monte San Salvatore e Lugano vista da la linea tramvi a e lettrica DinoLugano).
8
Saultserite Viese, " Poeziia lana Rai ni sa," trans. Zhanny Ezit, in Ian Rainis ,
/zbrannye proizvedeniia (Le nin grad: Sovetskii pisatel ' Leningradskoe otde lenie , l 981),
24.
9
Ibid ., 32 .
10
Ian Ra ini s, " Addia Be ll a" in Ian Rainis, [zbrannye proizvedeniia (Lenin grad:
Sovetskii pisatel' Leningradskoe otde leni e, 198 1), 262.
" Karlis Racevsk is, "Jani s Raini s (Janis Plieksans)" in Steve n Serafin , ed .
Twentieth-Century Eastern European Writ ers: Second Series (Fa rmin gton Hill s, Ml: A
Bruccoli Clark Layman Book The Gale Group, 2000), 23 1. Viese , 29-30.
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Latvia in a free Russia." During World War I, German troops overran
Latvia and half of the country remained occupied for the rest of the
war. The beginning of the war also led to the demise of the Second
International , si nce socialists from different countries rallied around
the flags of their own countries, breaking up the unity of the workers'
movement. 12 The Latvian Committee was founded to promote
knowledge about Latvia and counteract the propaganda of the German
occupation authorities through writing letters and publishing articles,
alerting those in Europe to the dire conditions in Latvia. 13
Viese directly links Rainis ' defense of "a free Latvia in a
free Russia" to debates surrounding the First World War. Whereas
leaders of the Latvian bourgeoisie preferred to strengthen ties with
the German occupational authorities, Rainis wanted to strengthen ties
with Ru ss ia instead, ideally under a federative and socialist system. 14
The Bol sheviks and Mensheviks shared this formula, at least until
Latvian Men sheviks joined Ulmanis' Latvian government in the final
months of 1918. 15 Rain is felt the phrase suggested Latvia, like Russia,
would soon become part of a vast socialist world confederation
categorically different from the old nation states. Rainis' views at the
time encouraged his homeland to become part of a larger federation
so Latvia could preserve its autonomy, instead of being a small,
vul nerable country. 16
Even though he was committed to socialist ideals , Rainis'
political alliances to the LSDWP vacillated during his exile years
in Switzerland . Bankovskis claims that Rainis disliked politics and
later in life reflected fondly on the days in Switzerland , since he did
not have to choose whether to be a poet or a politician. Living under
an assumed name meant he could concentrate on being an artist. 17
12
Yiese , 30 . One can also see this reflected in Rainis' corres pondence with Ia.
Krauze in 19 15 when he writes about how Latvia must choose betwee n Germany and
Russia. Ian Rai ni s , la iskal pravdu, Russian trans. Zhanny Ezit (Riga: Liesma , 1988),
225-26 .
13
Dobrovenskii , 590.
14
Yiese , 30-3 1.
15
Paulis lnduli s Lazda , "The Rol e of Karlis Ulmanis in the Formation of the
Latvian State" (M .A. Thesis, University of Wi sco nsin , 1965) , 66.
16
Stahnke, Aspazija: Her L(fe , I08-10 .
17
Bankovskis , 114- 15 .
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Soviet sources predictably tried to smooth over the negative political
opinions of Rainis. For instance, while one Russian translation of
Rainis' letters and diary entries reproduced a letter to party member
Paul Dauge, claiming that the poet has nothing in common with
the official party, the footnote makes it look as though he says this
specifically because Mensheviks controlled the party at the time. 18
Judging from his other writings, however, this statement probably
concerned political infighting, which he saw as eroding his own ideal
conception of socialism and his commitments to Latvian language
and culture.
Many of Rainis' problems with the party revolved around the
relationship between nationality and internationalism. Frequently in
his journals and letters, Rainis makes a careful distinction between
internationalism and cosmopolitanism, preferring a version of
internationalism that protects the national language and culture of
a region. While writing to Paulis Dauge on October 31 , 1915 , about
the German occupation of Latvia during the First World War, Rainis
concludes that
[i]n this the party is to blame, which taught to obtain itself
only a class and individual well being , but not an independent
living organism, i.e. a people. Classes must exist in a people
or a nation. Peoples must exist in an international association
or humanity. Our party comrades show themselves classes
outside the people , in cosmopolitanism that they mistakenly
call internationalism . 19

In another letter that he wrote to Dauge on December 8 , 1916, Rainis
concluded, "if the party abandoned national culture , it would become
an instrument of Russification, for without a national language and
national culture not one nation or people exists." 2 From these quotes,
it is clear that many of Rainis' greatest wories about the LSDWP
concerned its protection of Latvian and other national cultures.

°

18

Rainis, Ia , 234 .
Ibid. , 236. For more opposing cosmopolitan threats to nationalism , see a June
22, 1915 , letter from Rainis to Latvian emigre la . Krauze. Ibid. , 226.
20
Ibid. , 247.
19
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Here perhaps Switzerland gave Rainis an ideal model in
contrast to Russification press ures, since Switzerland itself boasts
four officially recognized languages: German , French, Italian, and
Roman sch. Romansch in particular is a prime example of another
small European language group protected within the Swiss national
framework. Although he does not mention this small language
group, lingui stic identification of the nation seems to transcend state
or gove rnmental conceptions of the nation in Raini s' mind . In the
introduction to "Addio Bella," Rainis does not consider his second
home to be Switzerland, but rather Italy. Similarly, when Raini s
imagined a sociali st world government, he also saw it as a loose
confederation of different regions. 2 1 In this larger context of the
multi-national nature of Switzerland and his socialist conception of a
world federation of nations, Raini s' use of the slogan "a free Latvia
in a free Ru ssia" begins to take on meaning that is more concrete.
This debate over nationalism 's relationship to the proletariat
was by no means a concern limited to Latvia alone. The Marxi st
tradition noted that capitalist development tran sce nded national
boundaries, leveling national differences and making internationali sm
a cornerstone of the workers' movement. In an age of growing
nationalism at the dawn of the twentieth century, however, this could
easily lead to unusual paradoxes. Rosa Luxemburg , for instance ,
reasoned in the years leading up to World War I that in the case of
Poland a struggle for national independence from Ru ss ia would be
detrimental to international soc ialism since it would merely serve
to distract the workers with " petit-bourgeois" nationalism . Lenin,
however, disagreed with Rosa Luxemburg's assessment in the case
of the Russian Empire, since the party had to combat Great Russian
Chauvinism first in order to prevent abuses of power against minority
groups. Before the destruction of national differences, national
minorities had to go throu g h a stage of nationalism that would level
the regional particularism of their feudal past. In Lenin's eyes,
this was a peculiarity of Rus sia 's case, in contrast to the AustroHungarian Empire, which gave its national minorities freer rein in
21

Stahnke , Aspazija: Her Life, 109.
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their development (in contrast to late 19 th -century Tsarist policies of
russification) .22 In fact, as paradoxical as this might seem to the Latvian
exile community, this continued to be a hallmark of Lenin's policies
later in the Soviet Union, until Stalin abandoned them. 23 Hence,
Rainis' adoption of the formula "a free Latvia in a free Russia" was
not out of step with Bolshevik policies during his stay in Switzerland,
although whether it was in keeping with Stalin's annexation of Latvia
is incredibly doubtful.
Decades later in 1949 , this quotation of "a Free Latvia in a
Free Russia" prominently appeared in the Stalinist biographical film
on Rainis, making it sound as though the Latvian poet was in favor of
the creation of the Latvian Soviet Socialist Republic. However, this
Stalinist assertion fails to explain why Rainis chose to come back
to an independent Latvia instead of traveling to the Soviet Union
to live , like his sister Dora did . Instead, ending in 1905, the film
completely ignores the question of Rainis choosing independent
Latvia over the emerging Soviet state. Often while writing the scri pt ,
the authors came across the slogan about "a free Latvia in a free
Russia" and naively used it as though it presaged the foundation of the
Latvian Soviet Socialist Republic. Raizman, the director of the film,
emphasized the historical research that Rokpelni s and Kreps did in
preparation for writing the scenario. The most impressive documents
they found was the letter from Rainis laying out the formula of "a
free Latvia in a free Russia." 24 Raizman phrases this as though many
Latvians were unfamiliar with the existence of such opinions in
1949 . In an earlier version of the film script for Rainis written from
1947 to 1948, Rokpelnis and Kreps pointed out in a footnote that
the text used in their script was taken from a letter written by Raini s
while in Swiss exile in 1910. Perhaps they included it in a footnote
expecting some degree of incredulity even on the part of the Soviet

22

Neil Harding, Lenin 's Political Thought (Chicago, IL: Haymarket Books ,
2009) , 296-302.
23
For more on these topics , see Terry Martin, The Affirmative Action Empire:
Nations and Nationalism in the Soviet Union, 1923-1939(1thaca , NY: Cornell University
Press , 2001).
24
Ju. Raizman , " Raini s: Poet-borets," lskusstvo kino no . 4 1949 , 23.
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reviewers of the sc ript. Similarly, the introduction to the published
film script quotes an entire paragraph from a 1916 Swiss newspaper
that likewise encouraged Latvians to seek protection as members of a
larger Russian-led federation. 25 Especially this last reference was part
of Rainis ' work for the Latvian Committee.
As was customary for biographical films , the 1947-1948
script resituated this quote as a private conversation between Raini s,
Peteris, Dora , and Aspaziia in their house during the 1905 Revolution
rather than its original context as a letter from Rainis' correspondence
in Swiss exile. 26 The final version of the "free Latvia in a free Russia"
scene in the film and published film script shows Rainis making a
public speec h clarifying what he meant by Latvian independence
shortly after hi s return to Riga during the 1905 revolution. He
responds definitively that when he talks of Latvian independence ,
he is not breaking away from Russia , but that instead he envisions a
"free Latvia in a free Russia." 27 Not too surprisingly, many of the film
reviews carried descriptions of this short scene.28 Albeit, even Stalin's
Soviet Union left room for some preservation of Latvia's national
lan guage and culture, as the very creation of this film suggests, but
it was always dependent on parameters that the Stalinist state set
and all else became dangerous bourgeois nationalism. Rain is would
have certainly disliked how Stalinism openly persecuted minorities
too small for member republics and would have probably even been
leery of the militarization of the Soviet state during the Civil War.
Of course, the context of these statements from the 1910s and the
Latvian Committee makes "a free Latvia in a free Rus sia" sound less
prophetic and more intelligible.

25

V. Latsis , "Fil ' m o narodnom poete Latvii " in Rokpelnis and Kreps, Rainis,

11-1 2.
RKM 17890, 63-64. The footnote is on page 64. r would like to thank Zane
Balchus of the Ri ga Film Museum for he lping me to find the early copy of the sc ript
used in this article.
27
LVKA, (0 1: 13: 12-0 1: 17: 16). Rokpelni s and Kreps, l00-4.
28
Pravda 's review builds off this phrase by saying th at a film like this could only
be made in a "free Latvi a in the Soviet Union." B. Galanov, "Rainis ," Pravda , August
6 , 1949, 3. The short scene is also mentioned in A . Bakalov, " Rain is," Krasnaia Zve zda ,
August 4 , 1949, 3 .
26
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Stucka's Latvian Socialist Soviet Republic (1918-1919)
Latvia's declaration of independence in November of 1918
and the Red Army's invasion of Latvian territory in December of
1918 transformed the landscape of the Baltic States. During his exile,
Rainis maintained a strong correspondence with Latvian Bolsheviks ,
like his brother-in-law Peteris Stucka and Paul Dauge. 29 In September
of 1917 leading up to the October Revolution, Rain is had written
Dauge that although many other party members were returning to
Russia at that time, he and Aspazija could not return due to health
problems in Castagnola. 30 Indeed, Stahnke observes that both Rainis
and Aspazija were frequently ill during their time in Switzerland,
Rainis with his lingering ai lments from prison and earlier exile and
Aspazija from influenza and intestinal disorders caused by the new
climate and persistent insomnia. 3 1 In the summer of 1918 before the
invasion of the Red Army, Rain is was downhearted about the fate of his
beloved homeland. By May of 1918 , the Mensheviks and Bolsheviks
in Latvia formally split after holding a tentative peace during the first
half year of the October Revolution .32 Apparently, under the influence
of these and other realities of the occupation, Rainis wrote to Dauge
on May 27, 1918, asking when he would return to his homeland next ,
saying "[w]hen will I return home? I have no home, there isn't a
Latvia anymore, there isn ' t a Latvian people anymore. Where should
I return? Who needs me?" 33
Greater events of 1918 , however, were already conspiring
to make the area of Latvia particularly volatile as an outgrowth of
the Russian Civil War. After the forcible dismissal of the Constituent
Assembly and the sign ing of the Brest-Litovsk Treaty taking Russia
out of the war in the early months of 1918, conservative elements of
the Russian army began to c lash with forces supportive of the Soviet
government, respectively forming into the White and the Red armies.
29
30

31

32
33

Viese, 31.
Dobrovenskii, 605.
Stahnke , Aspazija: Her Life, 86.
Lazda , 72 fn96.
Rainis , la, 257-58 .
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The Bolsheviks had the advantage of holding the two most important
cities in Russia, Moscow and Petrograd, but the White Army had
the support of the Entente powers who were furious over Russia 's
pulling out of the war. What transpired was a brutal battle to the
death fought across the Russian countryside. Many towns and cities
suffered from retributive Red and White terror, with the White Army
launching brutal pogroms targeting Jew s and Soviet supporters and
the Red Army retaliating with similar terror against those supporting
or thought to support the White Army or the old regime.
With its close proximity to Petrograd, Latvia soon became a
major theater of operations. The Bolshevik Party had an exceptionally
stro ng base of popular support in occupied Latvia during 1917, not
in small part due to Raini s' own poetry calling for an apocalyptic
stru gg le between the Latvian majority and their Baltic German
overlords that would bring about a new world. 34 However, most of
Latvia at thi s time was still under German military occupation. The
fa ll of the Kai ser 's government in November of 1918 led to sudden
changes in thi s occupation as the hierarchical leadership of the Ober
Ost disintegrated and bands of former German soldiers began to form
inde pendent units of the conservative German Freikorps. A Provisional
Government under Karlis Ulmani s arose at the same time and began
a difficult on again off again relationship between the German units
and Entente forces supporting the White Army. 35 Later in 1919 , as the
Entente powers backed independent Baltic governments, the White
Army and the Freiko rps increasingly became allies as staunch antiBol shevik forces, an alliance that provided the backdrop for early
German Nazi Party. 36

34
Andrew Ezerga ili s, "The Causes of the Bolshev ik Revoluti on in Latvia" in Die
Baltischen Provin zen Russ/ands zwischen den Revolutionen van 1905 und 191 7, eds.
Andrew Ezergaili s and Gert von Pistohlkors (Co logne: Bi:ihlau Verl ag , 1982) , 265-86 .
35
Lazda, 76- 109 . For the breakup of the Ober Ost and th e es tablishment of the
Freikorps , see Vejas Gabriel Liulevicius, War Land on the Eastern Front : Cul!ure,
National Identity, and German Occupation in World War I (Cambridge: Cambridge
Unive rsity Press , 2000) , 215-20 , 227.
36
Michae l Ke llogg, The Russian Roots of Na zism: White Emig res and the Making
of Na tional Socialism, !9 17- 1945 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press , 2005), 78108, 167-80. Liulevicius, 227-43 , 247-72.
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As a follower of the Bol shevik faction of the Social Democratic
Workers' Party, Raini s' brother-in-law Peteri s Stucka in December of
1918 proclaimed the eastern Latvian lands not occupied by Germany to
be part of a new Soviet government .37 Stucka had been part of Lenin ' s
attempt to organize workers in Russia since the foundation of the Union
of Struggle for the Emancipation of the Working Class in 1895 and had
taken part in the October Revolution of 1917 .38 These early hopes faded,
however, after the Red Army finally arrived in December of 1918. At
first, many in Latvia welcomed the Red Army due to its associations
with the earlier LSDWP and the stro ng support of the Latvian Rifle
Brigade in the Red Army. However, Stucka's Bolshev ik government in
Latvia only lasted until May of 1919 due to a popular backl ash by the
population over the brutal matter with which the Bol sheviks treated real
and perceived counter-revolutionary activity. 39 Although he also ad mits
the role of brutal repression of counter-revolution, Paulis Indulis Lazda
attributes this to the unpopularity of communal state farms instead of
private land holdings . According to him , Bol shevik opposition began
by addressing concerns over land di stribution and supplyin g the cities
with bread, while the Red terror violently repre ssed this opposition
as counter-revolutionary activity . By contrast, Ulmanis ' Provisional
Government was more sensitive to these concerns. This led to the
defection of many Latvian riflemen, an important contingent of Red
Army support in Latvia , to the opposing camp. 40 Hence , when Latvi a
regained its independence from the German occupation , it did so as a
sovereign nation state instead of as a Soviet member re public .

37

For more positive details on Stucka 's government from the Soviet perspective,
see l a . P. Krastyn ' , "Bor ' ba za sovetsk uiu vlast' v Latvii v gody voennoi interventsii i
graz hdanskoi voiny (1918-1919 gg.)" Vo prosy istorii no . I ( 1959) : 59, 66-72 .
38
"Stuchka Petr lvanov ich" in Bol'shaia sovetskaia entsiklopediia , http: //bse.scilib.com/articl e l07 l7 .html. For more details on Stucka's proximity to Lenin during the
revolution, see Dobrovenskii , 6 13- 14 , 629-30. For more on Lenin during the events of
19 18- 19 19 , see Krasty n' , 68-69.
39
Plakans, The Latvians , 117-1 8. Lazda , 8 1- 19 1. For more on Stucka see
Pl aka ns, Historical Dictionary, 149-50 . Krastyn' co nveniently ignores this and instead
concentrates excl usively on White Terror instead . Krasty n' , 77-78 .
0
• Lazda, 122-25. Kra sty n"s account seems to be one of the main sources for
Lazda , but ad ditionall y Krastyn' blames German occupational aut horities for the lack
of bread in the cities. He also points to Soviet aid to Latvia. Krasty n', 69-71 , 75 , 79.
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Primary-source documents published under the Soviet Union,
despite "cherry-picking," still presents interesting counter arguments
to interpretations that suggest Rainis was alienated from the party.
For instance , at least during the early heady days of the Bolshevik
Revolution and Civil War, Rainis clearly looked at the prospects of
Soviet victory in Latvia positively. In late October of 1918, Rainis
wrote to Dora and Peteris that he would stand behind socialism in its
fight against capitalism.
I want Latvia and freedom; one can never destroy peoples
and individuals in history, they are living organisms , just as
I am; and freedom, this for me is the equivalent of the ability
to live . To live this freedom for the people I always waited
for socialism or, as you say, for communism, a capitalist
government and economic system cannot give it fortune.
Where the struggle between capitalism and socialism goes,
J will be on the side of socialism , as I have always been ,
if they consider that which they forgot in the du st of the
struggle - the nation. 41

Raini s was not entirely opposed to the use of violence, although
it is difficult to say what hi s innermost thoughts were on this subject
given his preference to re settle in his Latvian homeland instead of
Soviet Russia. Yet in his diary on March 1 l, 1919, Rainis defended
the revolution from accusations of cultural destruction. He concluded
that in cases of two classes fighting each other, some loss of cultural
artifacts was inevitable during the ensuing struggle, comparing it to
a hypothetical situation of whether or not to throw a priceless vase
to defend yourself from being attacked. In the struggle between
capitalism and the proletariat, he considered capitalism to represent
mere technological development while the people represented a
higher spiritual development, sanctifying their struggle. 42 Given the
circumstances, it is at least possible that Rainis was anxious to return
to hi s homeland in 1920 and not go into another extended period of
exile in Moscow like his sister Dora. Stucka lived out the rest of his life
41
This quote is a co mbination of two Ru ssian translations. Rain is, la , 260-61 .
Dobrovenskii , 642.
42
Raini s, la, 266-67.
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in exile dying in 1932. While he was in the Soviet Union , he became
one of the leaders of early Soviet jurisprudence and se rved in several
high-ranking government posts in the courts and legislature .4 3

Epilog
Upon Rainis and Aspazija 's return to Latvia, both of the
poets remained politically active. Rainis was elected a deputy of the
Constitutional Assembly and later became the Minister of Education .
Aspazija also became a deputy and later on tried to run for a seat in
the Latvian Saeima , but did not win the election .44 According to hi s
diary, Rainis even hoped to become the President of Latvia one day .45
However, both poets soon became disillusioned with the politics
of interwar Latvia. 46 After Rainis ' death in 1929 , Aspazija and the
LSDWP broke with each other when Aspazija included passages
reflecting negatively on the party in Rainis' co llected works . As a
result , the party expelled Aspazija in the early 1930s . When Karli s
Ulmanis took power and forcibly di sbanded the Latvian leg islative
body, Aspazija openly embraced the Ulmani s re g ime , which in turn
treated her with great respect for her artistic work .47 After the Soviet
occupation of 1940 to 1941, Aspazija would later di e in 1943 after
having seen both the Soviet and German invasions of Latvia. 48
Ulmanis him se lf has a very fascinating hi story when
examined through the len s of exile and Latvian nation building . After
the Tsari st government arrested him from 1905 to 1906 , he also opted
to go into exile in 1907 after the failed revolution. In stead of moving

43

" Stuchka," http: //bse .sc i-lib.co m/arti cle l0717 .html.
Stahnke, Aspazija: Her Life , 119-24. For a different Communist interpretation
of Rain is' struggle and hostility to bourgeois politics, see Yiese, 33-37.
45
Racevskis, 234 .
46
Bankovsk is, 111-1 9.
47
Stahnke, Aspazi)a : Her Life, 146-52. For so me examples of her poetry in favor
of Ulmanis , see Deniss Hanovs and Va ldis Teraudka lns, Ultimate Freedom - No Choice :
The Culture of Authoritarianism in Latvia, 1934- 1940, trans . Laura Ble idere, (Leiden:
Brill , 2013) , 164.
48
Stahnke, Aspazi)a: Her Life, 141 -57 . For more on Ulmanis ' regime in the late
1930s, see Plakans, The Latvians, 132-35 .
44
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to Switzerland like Rainis, Ulmanis traveled to the United States of
America. While there, he studied agriculture at the University of
Nebraska and came back with a thorough knowledge of the subject.49
Upon returning to Latvia in 1913 before the German occupation, he
became a leading member of Agrarian Union with his much-needed
agricultural knowledge. Indeed, for a brief time while a part of the
Agrarian Union in spring of 1917, Ulmanis also used the formula
of a "free Latvia in a free Russia" borrowing it from the socialists
and applying it to his populist party.so Later, he became the head of
the fledgling Provisional Government of Latvia proclaimed by the
Latvian People ' s Council on November 18 , 1918, after the collapse
of the Kaiser ' s regime.s 1 Although Latvian nationalists consider
Ulmanis to be the founder of the Latvian nation state, Soviet histories
predictably dismiss his Provisional Government in air quotes and
essentially describe him as a puppet of other interventionist powers.s2
Although still an important figure during much of the history of
interwar Latvia, Ulmanis' legacy is complicated by his eventual
authoritarian regime in the mid to late 1930s. Inta Carpenter even
juxtaposes Rainis with the future President of Lativia Karlis Ulmanis
in her book .s 3
The picture that emerges of Rain is during exile is neither one of
a diehard Latvian nationalist nor a dutiful unquestioning LSDW party
member, but rather a hopeful, albeit frequently disappointed, idealist.
Unfortunately, there are few examples of Rain is' correspondence with
Dora and Peteris after the failed Red Army invasion of Latvia from
1918 to 1919 in English or Russian to explain definitively how these
49
Plakans , Hist orical Dictionary , 153 . Lazda , 26-29. A. Francis , Karlis Ulmanis
(Ri ga : lzdevniecTba Tale , 1939) , 25-30. Some have even argued that the education
that he received at the University of Nebraska helped to influence his policies that
resonated with philosophical positivism after he assumed leadership of Latvia. Hanovs
and Teraudkalns , 49-50 . Lazda also associates this with an American preference for
federalism . Lazda , 30 , 215.
50 Lazda , 50-53.
51
Stahnke , Aspazija: Her Life , l 15. For more on the Agrarian Union, see Plakans,
Th e Latvians, 116. Francis , 48-55 . Lazda, 76-109.
52
Krastyn ' , 60 , 67 , 73-80.
53
Inta Gale Carpenter, A Latvian Storyteller (New York, NY: Arno Press, 1980) ,
135-39.
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events influenced his decision to settle in Latvia. Despite the fact that
he returned to Latvia as a member of the LS DWP (now a Menshevik
party) in 1920 , he still was as equally dissatisfied with the politics
in Latvia as he had been in Switzerland. Unlike in Switzerland, he
was surrounded by political commitments in interwar Latvia and
could not easily seek refuge in his poetry. Indeed, his inspiring verses
were perhaps the one place where his socialist convictions came into
perfect harmony with his artistic and cultural inclinations. Towards
the end of his life, Raini s grew particularly nostalgic of his time in
Castagnola , Switzerland. Unlike his wife, he as sociated the time
with rejuvenation and longed to return to this creative period in his
career. 54 In fact, in 1927, he even traveled back to Castagnola for a
visit with the painter Alberts Prande and published a nostalgic book
on the subject. 55 As jarring as his move to exile must have seemed
when it occurred, by the late 1920s after growing tired of the grim
atmosphere of Latvian politics, he looked back nostalgically upon
his time in Swiss exile , perhaps longing for that lost federative ideal
where different cultures mixed freely instead of acting as national
adversaries.

54

55

Bankovskis , 11 .
Ibid. , 213.
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